STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK for STABILIZATION and RECONSTRUCTION

**End States**

**Conditions**

**RULE OF LAW**
- Just Legal Frameworks
- Public Order
- Accountability to the Law
- Access to Justice
- Culture of Lawfulness

**SAFE AND SECURE ENVIRONMENT**
- Cessation of Large-Scale Violence
- Public Order
- Legitimate State Monopoly Over the Means of Violence
- Physical Security
- Territorial Security

**SOCIAL WELL-BEING**
- Access to and Delivery of Basic Needs Services
- Access to and Delivery of Education
- Return and Resettlement of Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons
- Social Reconstruction

**STABLE GOVERNANCE**
- Provision of Essential Services
- Stewardship of State Resources
- Political Moderation and Accountability
- Civic Participation and Empowerment

**SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY**
- Macroeconomic Stabilization
- Control Over the Illicit Economy and Economic-Based Threats to Peace
- Market Economy Sustainability
- Employment Generation

**CROSS-CUTTING PRINCIPLES**
- Host Nation Ownership and Capacity
- Political Primacy
- Legitimacy
- Unity of Effort
- Security
- Conflict Transformation
- Regional Engagement

Guiding Principles for Stabilization and Reconstruction